NOTES:
1. N/S = NOT SHOWN
2. FOR SOME SUPER LOW BASE APPLICATIONS, THE ARMREST RECEIVERS WILL BE MOUNTED UPSIDE DOWN ON THE OPPOSITE SIDES SO THAT THE LEVERS WILL POINT UP WHEN ENGAGED TO AVOID COLLIDING WITH THE BASE COWL
3. SHOWN FOR KIT ONLY. FOR FASTENING HARDWARE, SEE TRC0363 FOR CGT APPLICATIONS AND TRC0364 FOR SUPER LOW APPLICATIONS
4. ITEM 8 NOT USED WITH MEDIUM DEPTH SEAT SIDE FRAMES

TRC0553 - UPPER SEAT ASS'Y, SINGLE POST BACK, ADJUSTABLE SEAT DEPTH

FOR ULTRA LOW SYSTEM
SEE TRC0350

ITEM NO. QTY. PART NO. DESCRIPTION
1 1 TRC0126 FRONT ARMREST RECEIVER ASS'Y, RIGHT
2 1 TRC0127 FRONT ARMREST RECEIVER ASS'Y, LEFT
2 1 TRC0350 SINGLE POST BACK ASS'Y
3A 1 TRC0535 LEGREST RECEIVER SELECTION
3B N/S 1 TRC0552 CENTER MOUNT LEGREST RECEIVER SELECTION
4 2 TRX1722 SHORT MOUNTING PIN
5 2 TRX1742 MOUNTING PIN INSERT
6A 1 TRX3262 SEAT PAN, 16DP - 19DP
6B N/S 1 TRX3261 SEAT PAN, 14DP - 17DP
6C N/S 1 TRX3357 SEAT PAN, 19DP - 22DP
7A 2 TRX3414 SEAT SIDE WLD
7B N/S 2 TRX3413 MEDIUM SEAT SIDE WLD
8 2 TRM0107 SQUARE TUBE CAP
9 4 TRH0115 ¼" LOCK WASHER
10 2 TRH0135 0.32" ID x ½" OD x 0.170" NYLON WASHER
11 2 TRH0135 0.32" ID x ½" OD x 0.170" NYLON WASHER
12 5/16-18 x 1" SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW GR8
13 ¼-20 x ½" SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW GR8
14 #10-32 x 3/8" BUTTON SOCKET CAP SCREW
15 5/16-24 x ¾" SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW GR8
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